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CASE AND COMMENTARY: PEER-REVIEWED ARTICLE
Should Needlestick Protocols Influence Documentation or Disclosure of
a Patient’s HIV Status?
Shaoli Chaudhuri, MD, MPH, Raaka Kumbhakar, MD, and Ellen Morrison, MD,
MPH
Abstract
Heightened privacy and confidentiality stakes around HIV have resulted
in unique anonymity and nondisclosure policies and practices. This
commentary on an occupational exposure case considers benchmarks in
the evolution of HIV testing. Persistent stigma continues to exacerbate
ethical complexities and ambiguities clinicians face in an “end the
epidemic” era.
Case
J is a general surgery resident on call for the trauma service. When responding to a call
about a patient of unknown identity with multiple gunshot wounds, J sustains an
accidental needlestick injury with a contaminated, large-bore, hollow needle. J follows
employee health guidelines for occupational exposure to blood-borne pathogens and
requests postexposure prophylaxis to minimize risk of HIV infection. The “source”
patient remains unconscious in an intensive care unit and their identity is not known.
Based on regulations in J’s state of licensure, the patient’s blood can be drawn and
anonymously tested for HIV. J is informed that the test result is positive. In keeping with
state law, the test result is not included in the patient’s health record and J is instructed
not to disclose the result to the patient unless the patient consents to testing.
A week later, the patient regains consciousness. Although J doesn’t typically do so, J
emphasized to the patient the importance of obtaining a routine, confidential HIV test.
The patient refuses testing, stating, “I don’t have AIDS.” J believes it is a dereliction of
duty not to disclose the patient’s HIV status; J reveals to the patient that, because of a
needlestick accident, an anonymous HIV test was performed without consent. The
patient becomes upset. J responds by clarifying that this is standard protocol for a
needlestick accident, offers the patient confidential HIV testing and, if needed,
treatment and counseling. J leaves the patient’s room so the patient can quietly
consider their options.
About to change service assignment, J asks a fellow general surgery resident, L, to take
over the patient’s care. L is aware of J’s needlestick and J’s initiating postexposure
prophylaxis. J tells L, “If you develop a rapport with this patient, please counsel them to
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get tested. Or at least counsel them to use condoms.” J worries that, if the patient does
not consent to an HIV test, other clinicians will not know that this patient has HIV and
the patient will not receive necessary care.
Commentary
In the world of public health, HIV has perhaps been unique in its spread, pathogenicity,
and long-standing impact. Infection is a biological event, but complex political,
economic, and social dynamics often result from it. The deadly AIDS crisis of the 1980s
and 1990s was characterized by a dearth of treatment options and the disease’s initial
appearance in marginalized patient populations, particularly in persons who inject drugs
(PWID) and men who have sex with men (MSM). Gay rights advocates feared further
stigmatization and became vocal lobbyists against widespread testing.1,2 The term HIV
exceptionalism arose during the early epidemic,1,2,3 and HIV exceptionalism manifested
as a set of policies defining HIV as fundamentally different from other diseases. The
rationale was to protect patients’ rights and maintain their privacy and anonymity, as
well as to protect patients from discrimination, especially given that those most at risk
(eg, MSM, PWID, sex workers) were already stigmatized and vulnerable. Civil rights
groups and public health officials alike opposed HIV test reporting for this reason, as
well as out of concern that patients would refuse testing or counseling if reporting were
mandatory.3 As demonstrated in J’s case, although HIV is now treatable, ethical
dilemmas arising from treating HIV as exceptional remain.
HIV Testing Policies
Nationwide, there is significant variability among laws and policies regarding HIV testing.
These include whether and when testing is confidential and whether testing is routine
for all patients unless they opt-out and actively consent to not be tested or whether
testing is not done routinely for all patients, such that patients must actively opt-in and
consent to testing. Such policies vary by state with respect to (1) whether testing without
consent is permitted, (2) who has the authority to order HIV testing without consent, (3)
how test results are officially documented, and (4) how a patient is informed. In New
York State, for example, informed consent is required though it is possible to opt-out; in
Washington State, laws requiring both opt-in and opt-out have been repealed.4,5,6 As of
2012, 36 states had some legal framework for occupational exposure cases, in which
patients are tested for HIV without their consent (colloquially referred to in clinical
settings as “unconsented” cases).7
Professional societies and government agencies have also put forth recommendations
regarding HIV testing. The American Medical Association states that physicians should
test patients for HIV without their consent “only in limited cases in which the harms to
individual autonomy are offset by significant benefits to known third parties, such as
testing to protect occupationally exposed health care professionals or patients.”8 The
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommends only that a person
whose bodily fluids might be a source of an occupational exposure be tested for HIV
without their consent.9 With regard to HIV screening, the CDC states that HIV testing
should not be done without consent.9 Additionally, written informed consent for HIV
testing was common until 2006, when the CDC also recommended routine opt-out
testing.9,10
Anonymity and Nondisclosure
Generally speaking, patients in the United States can access anonymous HIV testing,
whereby patients’ names and personal information are not collected, at select testing
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sites; this policy encourages individuals to seek testing without fear of disclosure.11
(Confidential testing, in which test results are entered in a patient’s health record, is
standard.) Anonymous testing in occupational exposure cases is less straightforward:
results are deidentified, but testing is done without a patient’s consent. In the case
above, in which a patient is unable to consent due to being unconscious and has no
available surrogate, New York State’s (and many other states’) laws allow deidentified
testing in occupational exposure cases.7,12,13
This particular case highlights that whether a diagnosis is disclosed to a patient
depends on whether that patient consented to testing, and this practice is unique to HIV.
Patients have a right to know their own test results. But this case poses a more nuanced
question about a patient’s right not to know. Does this right also exist? If so, how does it
interface with clinicians’ rights and safety, the rights and safety of those whom a patient
might expose to HIV, and a patient’s decision-making capacity?
Risks and Perspectives
From an ethics standpoint, we can approach possible harms and pitfalls of
nonconsensual HIV testing by looking at risks to and perspectives of various actors.
Allowance of deidentified testing after occupational exposure protects health care
workers from risk, expense, and unnecessary postexposure prophylaxis (PEP), although
current PEP regimens are much better tolerated than previous ones. J’s primary
motivations include their personal level of risk (and risk to any partners) and their duty
to the patient and others. J feels obligated to ensure that the patient is knowingly tested
for HIV and can receive care. J also wishes to protect others from future exposure and
infection. Using a clinical bioethical framework, one might conclude that J’s actions were
motivated by principles of beneficence and nonmaleficence. In many diseases—and, one
might argue, more so in HIV—harms of knowing one’s diagnosis should be weighed
against potential harms to oneself and the public of not knowing. In some cases, like
this one, HIV test results can be excluded from a patient’s health record. But in this
case, although test results are technically excluded from the patient’s record, the
clinician knows the patient’s HIV status and is concerned about risk of harm to the
patient whose access to care is delayed by the patient not knowing and exposure risk to
individuals who could be infected by the patient.
From the patient’s perspective, being tested without consent is a violation of autonomy.
After awakening, the patient had capacity to consent to or refuse disclosure of test
results. Although J’s inclination is to ensure that a diagnosis leads to treatment, J’s
disclosure—or even intimation—of the patient’s status might lead the patient to feel
mistrust or that their privacy and autonomy have been violated. In our case, even J’s
suggestion to a colleague that the colleague be more assertive in efforts to have the
patient tested implies a positive result.
In cases like this one, a balance must be struck between patient autonomy and a
physician’s urge to offer care they believe is in that patient’s best interest. Patients have
a right to balance their assessment of possible negative outcomes of learning they are
HIV positive (eg, depression, social stigma, possible intimate partner violence) against
benefits of early detection and intervention. Clinicians must provide accurate
information so that patients can make informed decisions. J appropriately asked the
patient to consider HIV testing. But, legally, patients with decision-making capacity may
refuse testing and care, and J cannot force the patient to pursue either of those options
or to permit disclosure of their serostatus in their health record.
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Public Health and Equity
This case has public health implications for patient rights regarding HIV testing. Whereas
advocates and various institutions for many years stressed an individual rights-based
approach to testing, the 2006 CDC recommendations for universal HIV screening for
pregnant women marked a shift toward public health.14 In the case, an untested,
uninformed patient risks infecting others. Indeed, one study showed that individuals
with HIV who are unaware of their status engage in roughly twice as many high-risk
behaviors with any partner as individuals with HIV who are aware of their status.15 Other
public health implications include the ways that HIV disproportionately affects people of
color.16 An argument for maintaining HIV exceptionalism might be that communities of
color are already so distrustful of health care that violating their right not to know could
further marginalize these communities’ members and exacerbate existing health
inequity.
Although J would ideally educate the patient on the importance of knowing their status
and on the fact that HIV is a treatable disease, J should respect the patient’s wishes. J
must first attempt to understand why the patient is refusing disclosure before jumping
to conclusions or forcing unwanted information on them. Disclosure of status could
heighten mistrust between patient and clinician, thus precluding the patient from
engagement in care.
A New Era
HIV stigma persists. In the era of “end the epidemic,” the framework for testing and
results disclosure needs to shift to take into account the factors that allow HIV
exceptionalism to persist—namely, the laws and policies concerning testing and the
structural biases that have been discussed. Although some who seek an end to HIV
exceptionalism maintain that there is no longer anything inherently exceptional about
HIV,2,9 the continued high global disease burden of AIDS and the increasing prevalence
of HIV internationally demand a new approach.17,18 HIV continues to disproportionately
affect individuals and communities already stigmatized by their minority status.16 The
intersection of multiple diverse lived experiences and social disadvantages might not be
overcome by simple interventions such as HIV counseling. But perhaps clinicians can
help mitigate stigma and improve HIV tracking and treatment by educating patients,
building trusting relationships with and offering support for patients, and expressing
solidarity with those seeking an end to systemic violence that undermines patients’
health status or access to health care.
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Editor’s Note
The case to which this commentary is a response was developed by the editorial
staff.
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